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Rong Liu was so angry that her hair stood on end. She had actually never ever been so 

embarrassed in a class reunion. Linda in fact attempted to embarrass her like this. 

” Honey, do not be angry with her. I’ll borrow a couple of people from my uncle. Today, 

allow her stoop down and also apologize to you,” Yang Wen stated. 

Rong Liu took a breath out a sigh of bad luck and claimed with a sneer on her face, “I want 

her to lose all her face, in addition to Yvonne and that loser.” 

Yang Wen grinned and said, “Don’t worry. Don’t you know who your uncle is? The 3 of them 

will certainly have a tough time today.” 

After leaving the hall, Yang Wen went straight to Yang Qi’s office. 

Yang Qi was in his forties, and also he had a symbolic hairless head. People who were 

familiar with him would certainly call him Yang Guang Egg. Yang Qi had little influence in 

Cloud City, however he had a wide network of get in touches with. 

 

The farmhouses incident 2 years ago, adhered to by the collapse of the industrial chain, had 

something to do with Yang Qi. 

” Uncle.” After Yang Wen pertained to the workplace, the attractive assistant got up and also 

left. 

Yang Qi was not upset that the good idea was messed up. He valued Yang Wen. Not only 

was he connected to his nephew, however he also desired Yang Wen to be his successor in 

the future. Since he had no fertility capacity, he trained Yang Wen as his own kid. 

 

” You brat, exactly how risk you pertain to see me?” Yang Qi claimed with a smile. 

” Uncle, what are you speaking about? Exactly how could I not come to see you when I 

arrived at the fruit estate?” Yang Wen claimed. 



” Does Rong Liu like that auto? If she likes it, I’ll give it to her,” Yang Qi stated. 

Yang Wen was satisfied. Initially, he was simply borrowing a cars and truck, however he 

didn’t expect Yang Qi to give it to him. 

” Thanks, Uncle. Rong Liu likes it very much. If she knows, she will certainly be extremely 

satisfied.” 

” As long as you more than happy. When do you have children? I can offer you the fruit 

town,” Yang Qi stated. 

The revenue of this fruit home each month was hundreds of thousands of yuan. If they had 

a fruit home, they would not have to function at all. 

Yang Wen really did not intend to do that at first, but after Yang Qi said so, he intended to 

go house tonight as well as do a good task of bring to life a baby. 

” Uncle, you are so kind to me, even far better than my papa,” Yang Wen said with a smile. 

” Uncle doesn’t have a boy, so of course I need to treat you as my very own son. Inform me, 

what do you want from me? I know that you do not involve me for no factor,” asked Yang 

Qi. 

” Haha.” Yang Wen grinned awkwardly and said, “Uncle knows me best. I intend to obtain 2 

individuals from you.” 

” Female?” Yang Qi asked with a frown. 

” No, no, no, guy, your guys.” Yang Wen informed him what had occurred in the hall. He was 

thinking of how to embarrass Linda as well as exactly how to humiliate her. 

Yang Qi raged when he listened to that. He slapped on the desk and claimed, “What the hell 

is she? Just how risk she embarrass my nephew’s better half?” 

” Uncle, they recognize you’re my uncle, however they still do not provide you any face. 

That’s why I involved ask you for aid. It does not matter if Rong Liu and also I lose face. The 

bottom line is that we can not let you lose face,” Yang Wen claimed. 

” You return first. I’ll call somebody to go later on,” Yang Qi claimed with a gloomy face. 



” Okay.”. 

After Yang Wen returned to the hall, Rong Liu hurried to his side as well as asked, “Just how 

is it? Do uncle want to aid me?”. 

He also provided you Ferrari. Yang Wen said with a smile. 

Rong Liu grinned coldly, took a look at Yvonne as well as the other two, as well as said, “You 

individuals offended me. Wait on my uncle to appear, and after that you will get on your 

knees and beg for mercy. Be a canine for a male, and also do not you recognize how 

qualified the master is? A female from the Sue family members that doesn’t desire, and a 

son-in-law, that is a good-for-nothing, attempt to prompt me.”. 

 


